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SIT Zero Fees Stadium, Invercargill

WELCOME
Welcome to the 2021 Vantage Elite and
U19 Track National Championships in
Invercargill from 24 - 17 February.
As the world continues to grapple
with the global pandemic that is
Covid-19, where sporting events
continue to either be postponed or
cancelled, we continue to be very
fortunate with our ability to host high
quality events here in New Zealand.
The Vantage Elite & U19 Track
National Championships are a
showcase of our top cycling talent at
elite level and coming through our
development pathways.
For those in the stands or streaming
on Sky Sport Next, we hope you enjoy
the opportunity to see our world
class athletes race for top honours
on the Invercargill track.
Many thanks must be extended to
the Road and Track Council, Cycling
New Zealand Commissaires and
volunteers whom without this event
would not go ahead. Your continued
dedication to our sport is greatly
appreciated.
Our gratitude is also extended to
Vantage windows and Doors, our
naming sponsor for this event.
Thank you so much for your continued
passion you bring to our sport.
Best of luck to all riders, coaches,
commissaires and volunteers!

JACQUES LANDRY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND

EVENT ORGANISERS
CYCLING NEW
ZEALAND

On behalf of the Cycling New
Zealand Road and Track
Council, I offer you all a warm
welcome to the 2021 Vantage
Elite and U19 Track National
Championship, here in Invercargill.
After a year that has seen many
challenges for travel, gatherings,
economies, and holding sporting
events, it will be exciting to have
another opportunity to see New
Zealand's top track cyclists racing for
the coveted National Champion jersey
on the boards of the SIT Zero Fees
Velodrome.
Thanks to the event organisers and to
the team of volunteers, officials, and our
Commissaires, all of whom are giving up
their time to ensure the event happens.
We are grateful for the support of the
people here this weekend but also to
the hundreds of volunteers who work
tirelessly behind the scene at club events
around the country. Volunteers are truly
the backbone of cycling in this country.
We wish all the riders the best of luck and
a safe and successful competition and to
the spectators we hope you enjoy exciting
racing.

MIKE SIM
PRESIDENT
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND ROAD AND
TRACK

EVENT PROFILES
KEIRIN
The Keirin was created in the 1940s as
the Japanese version of the traditional
sprint event – and remains a hugely
popular sport in Japan. It features up to
seven riders over 1500m (six laps). A
special motorised bike called a Derny
paces the riders for the first three laps
gradually notching up the speed from
30km/h to 50km/h, during which time the
riders jostle for the best position but are
unable to overtake or overlap the Derny.
With three laps remaining the Derny pulls
off to the side of the track and the
spectacular and frenetic sprint is on. The
first rider across the line is declared the
winner.

SCRATCH RACE
The scratch race (15km for men and
10km for women) is an endurance
event where the first rider across the
line wins the race. At the start, half of
the field lines up on the rail, while the
rest are held on the black line at the
bottom of the track. Riders take a
neutralised lap to ensure the field is
together before the race begins. Riders
can attempt to take a lap on the rest of
the field.

INDIVIDUAL
SPRINT
Both a tactical and high-speed battle the
individual sprint captures the essence of
track cycling. Held over three laps, the
head-to-head battle will see one rider
designated to lead out. The key to
success in match-racing is surprising the
opponent with sudden and dramatic
changes of speed, stand-still attempts
and feints in an effort to manoeuvre
themselves into the most favourable
position before launching into an
explosive sprint for the line. The first
rider across the line wins the race. From
the quarterfinals on, the outcome is
decided by a best of three series.
Riders obtain a seeding through the
qualifying 200m flying time trial and
from that stage they race head to
head.

POINTS RACE
A points race is a mass start race
where sprints for points occur every
10 laps. Points are for first, second,
third and fourth each sprint, with
double points on the final sprint.
Riders win or lose 20 points by
gaining or losing a lap. The winner is
the rider with the most points
accumulated at the finish.

INDIVIDUAL
PURSUIT
The individual pursuit is an endurance
event and is conducted as a knock-out
tournament. The goal is to ride the
fastest time over the distance. The
fastest two riders in the qualifying round
race in the gold medal final and the next
two fastest contest the bronze medal
final. In qualifying all riders complete the
distance to post a time but in the finals if
a rider overtakes their opponent they are
declared the winner.

TEAM PURSUIT
4000m (16 laps) – 4 riders
One of the pinnacle events on the track
schedule, the team pursuit requires a team
of four to work in harmony over 4000m to
cover the distance in
the fastest time. Two teams of four line up
on opposite sides of the track with the time
taken after the third rider crosses the line.
Riders require
clockwork precision as they follow each
other only a few centimeters apart to gain
the maximum aerodynamic advantage from
drafting.
Qualifying for this event is with each
team riding alone on the track against
the clock. The fastest eight teams move
to the second round. The top qualifier
then rides against the 4th fastest, while
2nd fastest rides against the 3rd fastest.
The two winners progress to the gold
medal final. Meanwhile 5th rides against
8th and 6th against 7th with the fastest
two teams, including those of the two
losing combinations from the top four
rides, will contest the bronze medal ride.

TEAM SPRINT
Men: 750m/3 laps/3 riders
Women: 500m/2 laps/2 riders
The high-speed three-lap, three-man (two
laps, two riders for women) event is one of
the most exhilarating on the track cycling
programme. Two teams start on opposite
sides of the track and at the end of each
lap, the lead rider pulls off completely
leaving the next rider to take the pace. The
first rider starts out of the gate, and the
other rider(s) are held in standing starts.
The starting rider completes one lap
before peeling off. The second rider then
takes up the pace to complete the second
lap and in the case of the men’s event, the
third rider rides three laps. The team which
records the fastest time is declared the
winner.
Qualifying for this event is with each team
riding alone on the track against the clock.
The fastest two teams will ride off for the
gold medal in the final, while the 3rd and
4th fastest ride off for the bronze medal.

INDIVIDUAL
TIME TRIAL
Men: 1000m Women: 500m
The time trial is a race against the clock
with no room for error. The difference
between gold and silver can be as little as
a thousandth of a second. The bike is
locked in a starting gate and the riders
must time their first pedal stroke to match
the gate release. From a standing start
they must quickly get up to maximum
speed and maintain it for the distance.

COMPETITOR LIST

COMPETITOR LIST

RIDER BIOS
Have a read through some rider bios for just a few
of the top names who will be racing at this event!

PARA CYCLING ELITE MEN & WOMEN
ANNA TAYLOR
Born: 1991
Coach: Laura Thompson
From: Te Awamutu
Classification: C4
Impairment (Disability): Incomplete spinal cord injury (due to acute
cauda equina syndrome)
Specialist Event: Individual Pursuit 3km
Story: Anna came to the sport of Para cycling in 2018 after sustaining a back
injury - an Acute Cauda Equina Syndrome (severe disc prolapse that compressed the
spinal cord). She underwent emergency decompression disc surgery and has subsequent weakness
in the left leg, and minor weakness in the right. Anna has developed from a Para cycling beginner to
a High Performance Para athlete in a very short period of time. In January 2018 she attended her
first ever Para cycling camp, and within 12 months was selected to the High Performance Squad and
Anna made her international debut at the 2019 UCI Para Cycling Track World Championships.

NICK BLINCOE
Date of Birth: 1986
Coach: Matt Archibald
From: Auckland
Classification: C4
Impairment (Disability): Loss of muscle power (complete left
arm)
Specialist Event: Kilometre Time Trial
Story: In 2010 while playing rugby Nick made a tackle resulting in a Brachial plexus injury that
paralysed his left arm. After an 11-hour operation, some feeling and movement was restored. Today
Nick does not have feeling or movement from below his elbow, and limited control of his shoulder.
Which makes steering a bike with one hand challenging! Soon after Nick's injury he knew he wanted
to be part of Para sport. Nick participated in Para athletics for 2 years claiming national titles in
100m and 200m. January 2015, Nick tried cycling at a para development camp. He was quickly fast
tracked into the development squad. Missing out on the Paralympics in Rio 2016, only fuelled his
determination. Nick placed 6th at the 2020 UCI Para Cycling Track World Championships.

ELITE WOMEN
ALLY WOLLASTON
Born: 2001
From: Auckland
Discipline: Track - Endurance
Favourite Event: Madison - because of the controlled chaos in the race!
It's a very crazy race but a fun race to read in and out of the bunch. Also,
racing with a partner and celebrating with as well when you're successful
is a cool feeling.
Best Results: Gold, Individual Pursuit, 2019 Junior Track World Champs, Frankfurt-Oder.

ELLESSE ANDREWS

Born: 1999
From: Christchurch
Discipline: Track - Sprint
Favourite Event: Keirin - because of how tactical it is, and how
switched on, alert and feisty you have to be to ride it.
Best Results: Gold, Team Sprint, 2016 Junior Track World Champs, Aigle.
Gold, Keirin, 2020, Oceania Track Champs, October 2019
Invercargill.
Selected for Tokyo Olympic Games, 2021

JESSIE HODGES

Born: 1996
From: Hamilton
Discipline: Track - Endurance
Favourite Event: Madison - Because it has everything! You have to be
fast, fit, technical, smart and able to think quickly! It's very challenging
and extremely rewarding when things go right!
Best Results: Gold, Team Pursuit, & Silver, Madison, Hong Kong World
Cup, December 2019. Bronze, Madison, Cambridge World Cup, December 2019.
Selected for Tokyo Olympic Games, 2021

SHAANE FULTON
Born: 2000
From: Nelson
Discipline: Track - Sprint
Favourite Event: I'm not really sure I have one, I just love to race
my bike no matter what the event is. But if I had to choose it would
be between Sprint and Keirin, maybe event Team Sprint now that
it's gone to 3 women!
Best Results: Bronze, Keirin, UCI C1 Festival of Speed, T-Town, June 2019. Bronze, 500m TT, & 5th, Keirin,
2020 Oceania Track Champs, October, 2019. 4th, Team Sprint & 5th, Keirin, Junior Track World Champs,
2018.

ELITE MEN
CORBIN STRONG
Born: 2000
From: Invercargill
Discipline: Track - Endurance
Favourite Event: Points Race - because I like the longer races and
the repetitive effort that's involved in the points race. It was the race I
won my first national title in. I always remember watching Regan
Gough win the Junior World Champs in the points race which really
inspired me and made me believe New Zealanders can really be on the top of the world in this sport.
Best Results: Gold, Points Race, & Silver, Team Pursuit, 2020 Track World Champs, Berlin.
Selected for Tokyo Olympic Games, 2021

ETHAN MITCHELL
Born: 1991
From: Auckland
Discipline: Track - Sprint
Favourite Event: Team sprint - I enjoy how raw of an event it is, two
teams on either side of the track and the team who gets 3 men firing on
the day, wins. I like the way one event can suit three slightly different
physiologies. It's also what I've focused on since 2010.
Best Results: Silver, Team Sprint, 2016 Rio Olympics.
Selected for Tokyo Olympic Games, 2021

GEORGE JACKSON
Born: 2000
From: Wellington
Discipline: Track - Endurance
Favourite Event: Scratch Race - because it is just so full on from the gun
and is surely finished with a big bunch sprint.
Best Results: Gold, Team Pursuit, 2018 Junior World Champs, Aigle. 6th,
Scratch Race, Cambridge World Cup, December 2019.

SAM DAKIN
Born: 1996
From: Auckland
Discipline: Track - Sprint
Favourite Event: I have an equal love for the Keirin and Team
Sprint. Keirin - I love this event because of the thrill of it. I've never
experienced anything close to being led out by a motor bike and then
bumping shoulders with people at 70 odd km/h and trying to beat them.
Team Sprint - because I've always had a passion for team events and the dynamic that creates. When you are
dialed in together at speed with that rush through the turn following the man in front of you knowing you're about
to take your turn is truly exciting. Putting together a ride with two other people and having it all come together is
why it's my equally favourite event.
Best Results: Bronze, Team Sprint, Brisbane World Cup 2019
Selected for Tokyo Olympic Games, 2021
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